
Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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Vicarious liability of an employer is derivative of the employee's liability and

imposes liability upon the employer regardless of employer's fault. Negligent

entrustment is a separate claim where the conduct of the employer is examined to

determine whether it acted unreasonably.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 41

Duty. Instead of focusing on the duty the individual tortfeasor owes to any given π,

I eliminate this element under the reasoning by Judge Andrews in Palsgraf that

every person owes a duty to the world at large to act reasonably in light of

foreseeable harms. If everyone owes a duty to act reasonably in light of foreseeable

risk of harm, it would be redundant for the π have to demonstrate that the tortfeasor

owes a specific duty. I would also choose duty mostly because the other elements

are more vital to the case; the TF must breach and act unreasonably for the claim to

have merit; the breach must cause, otherwise there would be claims for harms not

remotely linked to the Δ's conduct; Scope draws the line and prevents costs falling

upon TFs when the harm is so far removed from the conduct that it would be

unjust to impose those costs; and without damages, there's no harm or reason for

compensation/restitution.

     The removal of duty would create a stronger deterrence of unreasonable

conduct, as the unreasonable actor can no longer escape liability on the basis of

owing no duty to the π. It would also create fairness in compensating such πs when

they were harmed by the unreasonable conduct of one but for some reason cannot

show that a duty was owed.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 225

Kurt v. Mike

Is Mike liable to K for IIED?

     In order for a π to succeed on a claim of IIED, the Δ must intentionally or

recklessly cause severe mental distress through extreme and outrageous conduct

directed at π or certain 3rd parties (generally close family members in physical

proximity).

     Here, Mike's action of sending the tweet that made mention of K's seizures

indicates that he knew that K suffered from seizures. While that doesn't show intent

to cause mental distress, by knowing that K suffered from seizures he at least acted

recklessly. The video M sent did not cause the seizures because K realized the

video's epileptogenic nature and dropped it before it could cause one. A court is

likely to consider that knowingly sending a video that could cause an epileptic to

experience a seizure is outrageous conduct meant to harm that victim and is beyond

all possible bounds of decency and it utterly intolerable in civilized community. M

may not be held liable though, because the facts to not indicate how extreme K was

because of the video. If K cannot demonstrate that the distress he experienced is so

severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it, it may fail

because the distress was not severe.

     the fact that the video was anti-Semitic could increase the possibility of M being

held liable for IIED, given K's Jewish heritage. A court is likely to hold that sending

a video with a racially discriminatory hate symbol to a member of that race is

extreme and outrageous. A court is also likely to hold that no member of a given

race should be expected to endure that insult. of However, whether this can support

an IIED claim depends on whether M knew or had reason to know that K was

Jewish. IIED requires intent or reckless culpability, and if M did not know or could

not reasonably have known that K was Jewish, the claim is likely to fail for not

being able to establish the required culpability. the court may infer that the

circumstantial evidence will meet this requirement, holding that sending a racial hate

symbol, in a video meant to cause a seizure, to someone would serve no other

purpose than to insult.

     It is likely, but not certain that Mike is liable to Kurt for the mental distress

caused by sending the video.

     Mike also could be liable for assault in sending the video as it may have been

done with the intent to create the apprehension of an oncoming seizure.

     I'm not sure if there's a trespass to chattel, for M may not have had the intent to

damage the ipad that K dropped.

Wife v. Mike and Children v. Mike

     Is Mike Liable to K's wife/children for IIED?

     See Rule above.

     For M to be liable to the wife and children, the wife and children would have to

have been present for this claim to stick. The facts are not clear. If they were

present, then he is probably liable. If not, then possibly not.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 514

I'm assuming that each school is within the NCAA organization. If a school is

outside the NCAA, πs would not be able to sue NCAA for vicarious liability.

In any claim against NCAA, the NCAA will probably not be able to assert the

defense of consent, claiming the athlete consented to the activity and possible

injury. This defense is likely barred because such consent was uninformed one

NCAA did not notify each student athlete (S-A) of the possible dangers of

concussions. Even the express consent waivers each school had the S-As sign is

not likely to be allowed, because the S-As were not fully informed of the possible

injuries and staggering medical costs those injuries could incur. The S-As are not

likely to be found to have implicitly assumed the risk of participating in their

respective sports

Any claim brought by any of the πs on the grounds of vicarious liability is

contingent upon the Court (Ct.) finding that the schools and the NCAA have an

Employer/employee relationship. This is not certain. The fact that the NCAA is

classified as an "unincorporated organization" made up of 1,121

colleges/universities will not be sufficient by itself that there is no

employer/employee relationship because organizations are held liable for their

volunteer's actions, on the basis that the volunteers are acting in accordance with

the orgs. interests. NCAA stated its purpose as protecting young athletes from

dangerous and exploitive sports practices at the time, and each school in adhering

to the NCAA's policies would be advancing this goal. The NCAA has throughout

its existence attempted to exercise control over each school's athletic standards and

practices, and the right of control is the chief factor in distinguishing an employment

relationship from and independent contractor (Kime v. Hobbs). While the NCAA

may not have been successful in exerting its control (such as making using the

helmet to initiate contact in football but coaches still coaching that technique,

although this may not be a good example, as Point 259 on pg 27 says this

condemnation was not meaningfully condemned on a private level), its attempt to

ban such conduct is evidence that it had the right to control in banning such

conduct. Furthermore, the NCAA received a benefit for its involvement in collegiate

sports, making over $750 million a year and multiple billions of dollars from

television contracts, not to mention apparel/merchandise. While the facts to not

indicate that the NCAA pays each college, or whether the colleges and NCAA

believe an agency relationship exists, the NCAA is likely to be found to have an

employer/employee relationship with the colleges because of its right to control

over each school's athletic department. The fact that each school supplies its own

facilities, equipment, and coaching staff is not likely to be enough to establish an

independent contractor relationship. Therefore, if any school is found to be

negligent in causing harm to befall on any S-A, the NCAA is likely to be found

vicariously liable.

In any individual claim upon the NCAA, the following reasoning could apply

By self-proclaiming that the NCAA's purpose was to protect the athletes' health and

safety establishes a duty between the NCAA and each S-A that participated in an

NCAA sanction collegiate sport, possibly creating a special relationship further

cementing that duty. The NCAA therefore had a duty to exercise reasonable care

for foreseeable risks arising from one's conduct. While the NCAA was not the

party that injured or caused the harm each potential π incurred, its goals of

protecting and informing S-As on health concerns creates a duty to inform.

The NCAA is likely to be found to have breached their duty to inform the S-As

and possibly the schools (facts not clear if they communicated information to the

schools). Numerous studies had been completed showing the frequency of

concussions, as well as the severity and long term effects of multiple concussions,

but the NCAA did not take any of this information into account in its conduct in

controlling and setting the rules/regulations to be followed by each college and in

each sport. NCAA was unreasonable in not implementing safe coaching standards

regarding safe playing techniques and enforcing those standards (in relation to

football) Instead, the NCAA delegated and allowed each school to make it own

determinations about the proper procedures, despite the fact that the NCAA had

invested heavily in such studies while the facts do not indicate that the schools had

such knowledge of the studies. Because the NCAA had right to control over each

school's methods/practices, the NCAA acted unreasonably in failing to implement

some of the suggestions of the Vienna and Zurich Protocol's recommendation and

instead delegate such practices for each school to determine their preferred

procedures. The fact that the NHL and the NFL have implemented baseline

examinations creates a custom standard of care that the NCAA did not adhere to.

The burden of implementing baseline examinations and safer coaching techniques is

much, much less than the probability of concussions times the magnitude of the

harm incurred by the concussed.

Cause-in-fact could be difficult as the lack of informing someone the

possibility/dangers of concussions is not likely to be considered the cause of

someone sustaining a concussion. However, πs would argue that if they had been

informed, they would not have participated, attempted to participate more safely, or

quit after sustaining the first concussion. This could satisfy a claim for negligence

against the NCAA on the basis that NCAA's omission on the possibility/dangers of

concussions was a substantial factor in πs receiving the concussion. potential πs are

more likely to be successful in asserting that NCAA's failure to implement standards

on coaching safer techniques or more robust diagnosis/recovery procedures was a

but-for and substantial factor in some of the athletes receiving concussions when

they should have been prohibited from participating. Had some of the Vienna and

Zurich Protocol's recommendations on diagnosis/recovery procedures been

implemented and enforced with each college medical staff, it is quite possible that

some of the second, third, etc. concussions suffered by the S-As would not have

occurred. If πs allege this as the causation, they are likely to succeed.

Scope of Liability: Scope is likely to be satisfied because the harms incurred are

foreseeable based on the reasoning that subsequent concussions are likely to follow

after a concussion, according to studies. Each athlete would be a foreseeable

plaintiff and concussions would be a foreseeable harm. The actions of each coach

and team doctor could be considered an independent, superseding conduct, but I

think that the failure to implement proper procedures and inform those coaches and

drs of the proper procedures would make their unknowing conduct foreseeable.

Damage: Each person would have a different damage claim.

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

     A's possible claims against the NCAA are vicarious liability and negligence.

     V-L: After each concussion, EIU's team doctor told A he could return to play

the next day. This is in direct opposition Vienna and Zurich Protocol's

recommendation on the proper procedure for recovery from a concussion. By

failing to follow suggested protocols, the team Dr. was negligent.

     Negligence: By failing to implement suggested 3-strike rule prohibiting athletes

who have sustained 3 concussions from playing. By failing to inform him of

concussion/head-injury prevention, by failing to instruct coaches on coaching safe

technique and playing safely.

Damages: Pain and suffering, memory loss, depression/mental distress, costs of

proper diagnosis and treatment.

Owens v. NCAA

Possibly vicariously liable for unreasonable medical procedures of school in not

administering widely recommended concussion tests that were ultimately used

properly by his family Dr.

negligence against NCAA directly: Untaken precautions in not doing baseline test,

providing information (consent) on dangers, prevention, and treatment,

Damages: complex concussions, pain and suffering, mem. loss, inability to

focus/concentrate, anxiety and depression, all could be related to concussion.

medical costs related to proper diagnosis and treatment. These conditions caused

him to lose his scholarship, causing him to take out loans and incurring that cost. on

him.

Palacios v. NCAA

She had a history of concussions, so NCAA can't be responsible for those, but

was possibly negligent in failing to inform her of the dangers she faced.

Possibly vicariously liable for the team trainer's misdiagnosis on 9-13-11 in failing to

administer proper concussion tests and in not monitoring her after suffering from

what was later diagnosed as a serious, complex concussion

Serious concussion. Misdiagnosis by trainer, neg. by coach in making her practice

and athletic trainer in failing to listen to her when she asked for help = possibly

vicariously liable.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering

Solomon v. NCAA

Had three previouse concussion, so not adhereing to 3 strike rule = possible

negligence or V-L

NCAA did not provid info on increased chances= possible negligence

Sustained multiple concussions that were not diagnosed nor properly treated, was

not monitored=possible V-L.

Contradicting Dr. that suggested retirement may be negligent.

Damages: medical costs, pain and suffering, depression (mental distress),

Harada v. NCAA

Because it is not certain that H actually suffered any concussion as a result of her

playing in college sports,

Because a court may hold that the NCAA was reckless or grossly negligent in their

conduct of not informing and not implementing and enforcing safe coaching and

medical practices, a court could hold that punitive damages are appropriate in light

of NCAA's conduct. Such damages, however, would be derivative of a sustained

negligence or vicarious liability claim.

______________________________________Notes,

thoughts___________________________________________

Concussions are common, sports injury is one of most common reasons

men more likely, but women have higher potential in soccer than men

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

NCAA not following recommendations = unreasonable conduct.

NCAA put on notice of Acute effects and recovery study (pg 24), no concussion

management until 2010

NCAA had info on these effects, still allows S-As to return to field day after

concussion, serious medical jeopardy

past concussed 3X greater risk of future, another study says 4-6X

Rule about no spearing not meaningfully condemned in private, NCAA turned a

blind eye

Same in hockey, till 2010

NCAA did not change based on Vienna Protocol

NCAA failed to implement any guidelines or rules pertaining to repeat concussions

and failed to implement an educational program for those w/history who desire to

continue playing = breach

NCAA ignored study linking Cs to depression

NCAA unincorporated org.... V.L? They are exercising control over sports, but

state each school is responsible for player safety

NCAA's purpose was to protect from dangers of sports at the time by imposing

rules.

Keeps Money from events

students have harder time w/medical bills

Baseline tests set mark for later examinations. Educating, and informs student
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